Imperial Forces
Battle of Wittenweyer
9 August 1638

Main Body: (about 2,900 horse and 1,900 foot)
- Savelli (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Zweyer (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Waldstein (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Caretto (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Bonneval (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Enckhevoert (Imperial) Infantry Regiment (remnants)
- Henderon (Imperial) Infantry Regiment (remnants)
- Gallas (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Suys (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Det/Mercy (Imperial) Infantry Regiment
- Stephan Albrecht (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- des Fours (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- Combined Schetter & Torelli (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- Lamboy (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Metternich (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Draghi (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Weiher (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Senschal (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Sperreuter (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Nicola (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Vernier (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Gonzaga (Imperial) Cuirassier Regiment
- Gallas (Imperial) Dragoon Regiment
- Nemarch & Corpses Combined Croatian Light Cavalry Regiment
- Meissel (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment
- Limbach (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment
- Neunegg Cuirassier Regiment
- Metternich Leibguardia Company attached
- Württemberg Cuirassier Regiment
- Neu-Werth Cuirassier Regiment

Rearguard: (2,900 foot & 1,700 horse)
- Götz (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- Hasslang (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- Combined Metternich/Demont (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- Combined Edelsteten & Vehlen (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- M. Reinach (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment
- Graf Götz (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment
- Horst (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment
- Kolb (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment
- Gayling (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment
- Alt-Werth Cuirassier Regiment
- Fürtmüller Cuirassier Regiment
- Combined (Bavarian) Cuirassier Company
  - Redotti Cuirassier Regiment
  - Vehlen Cuirassier Regiment
  - Haxthausen Cuirassier Regiment

Artillery
- 3 guns